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ABSTRACT: Integrated Human Performance Model (HPM) validity is a paramount concern when HPM predictions
are used for next-generation aviation system development. HPM validity is a challenge because of the integrated
nature of the HPM and because many of the embedded behaviors may not be readily observed. A rigorous validation
process is required to arrive at valid integrated HPMs and improve the credibility of the models being developed. This
credibility impacts the subsequent use of the model to explore concepts being proposed for future systems. The
current paper will highlight a recent methodical validation approach that was developed and applied to a Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA)-National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) HPM of a candidate
NextGen concept of operations using the Man-machine Integration Design and Analysis System (MIDAS v5). The
HPM that was developed was deemed valid from multiple levels using multiple input and output parameters.

1. Introduction
Modeling and simulation (M&S) techniques,
particularly human behavior models, play an important
role when complex human-system concepts are being
proposed, developed, and tested across many of the ten
NASA centers. For instance, NASA Johnson Space
Center (JSC) utilizes M&S to represent environments,
physical structures and equipment components, crew
stations, planets and planetary motions, gravitational
effects, illumination, human anthropometric and
biomechanics, among a host of other domains. NASA
Ames Research Center (ARC) also possesses a number
of M&S capabilities ranging from airflow, flight path
models (e.g., Airspace Concept Evaluation System, ACES), aircraft models, scheduling models (e.g., CoreXPRT, Science Planning InterFace to engineering SPIFe), human performance models (HPMs), and
bioinformatics models, among many other kinds of
M&S capabilities. A comprehensive validation process
of one of the many NASA M&S capabilities, an ARCrelated HPM capability termed the Man-Machine
Integration Design and Analysis System (MIDAS) is
highlighted in the current paper because of its
relevance to the field of integrated human behavior
representation validation.
1.1 Complex Systems, Concept Development and
Testing, Human Performance Models (HPMs)
Complex systems are those that include human
operators interacting with technology and automation,
to carry out multiple interacting, and often conflicting,
tasks. In such complex systems, one of the advantages

of a HPM is the ability to model critical events that
cannot be studied fully with HITL subjects, due to
safety concerns, cost considerations, or practical
difficulties associated with the simulation of very rare
events. Another advantage of the HPM methodology is
that estimates of human-system interaction can be
made on systems for which concepts, technologies, and
automation cannot be tested in empirical simulations
because the system concepts are too new, too difficult,
or too dangerous for the human operator (e.g. space
operations, technologies for advanced aircraft system
concepts, advanced medical technologies, and
advanced surface transportation technologies).
1.2 Objectives
Recent research at NASA Ames Research Center
aimed to: Develop valid HPMs of aircraft approach and
land operations; Use these models to evaluate the
impact of proposed NextGen concepts for Closely
Spaced Parallel Operations (CSPO) on pilot
performance; and, Draw conclusions regarding flight
deck displays and pilot roles and responsibilities for
NextGen CSPO concepts. The approach was to first
develop and validate a model of current-day area
navigation (RNAV) operations, extend this validated
model to NextGen CSPO concepts (Verma, et al.,
2008), and then conduct “what-if” simulations to
evaluate the predicted effect of concept designs on the
human operator’s performance.
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1.3 The Man-machine Integration Design and
Analysis System Version 5 (MIDAS v5)
MIDAS v5 is a dynamic, integrated human
performance modeling and simulation environment that
facilitates the design, visualization, and computational
evaluation of complex man-machine system concepts
in simulated operational environments (Gore, 2008).
MIDAS combines graphical equipment prototyping,
dynamic simulation, and HPMs to reduce design cycle
time, support quantitative predictions of human-system
effectiveness, and improve the design of crew stations
and their associated operating procedures. HPMs like
MIDAS provide a flexible and economical way to
manipulate aspects of the operator, automation, and
task environment for simulation analyses (Gore, 2008;
Gore, Hooey, Foyle, & Scott-Nash, 2008; Hooey &
Foyle, 2008a).
1.4 MIDAS v5 Model of Current-day Approach and
Land Operations
Using NASA’s MIDAS v5, a high-fidelity model of a
two-pilot commercial transport crew flying current-day
RNAV approach and land operations was developed.
The model, containing over 970 tasks, was based on
cognitive task analyses and cognitive walkthroughs
conducted with commercial pilots and air traffic
controllers.
1.5 MIDAS Approach and Land Validation Effort
The current-day RNAV model was validated using a
methodical, multi-dimensional approach (as illustrated
in Figure 1) that validate the model’s inputs, process
models, and outputs.

Figure 1: Methodical Validation Approach Used for the
MIDAS v5 Approach and Land Model.
1.5.1 Input Validation
The model inputs were validated using focus group
sessions comprised of 8 commercial transport pilots
with glass-cockpit aircraft and RNAV flying
experience. The pilot-centric scenario-based cognitive
walkthrough approach captured the context of
operations from 10,000’ to Touchdown and enabled
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pilots to assess the modeled tasks and identify tasks
that were missing, or in the wrong sequence.
Validating the model inputs included two aspects. First,
a formal analysis of the task trace was conducted to
determine the extent to which the modeled tasks
represent the pilots’ actual tasks (see Gore, et al.,
2011). Second, a formal analysis was conducted to
determine the validity of the model input parameters of
workload assigned to the basic task primitives. MIDAS
uses behavioral primitives that contain workload
estimates based on the Task Analysis Workload
(TAWL) index (McCracken & Aldrich, 1984). These
values are based on inputs from military rotorcraft
pilots, and have not previously been validated by
commercial pilots, for the task of conducting approach
and landing tasks in fixed-wing aircraft. The pilots
completed quantitative rating scales, which were used
to validate the model input parameters for workload
and visual attention. The model was refined based on
the results of this input validation process.
1.5.2 Process Model Validation
The MIDAS process models have also been validated.
The MIDAS processes are comprised of a task
manager model that schedules tasks to be completed,
definitions of the state of models within the physical
simulation, a library of “basic” human primitive
models that represent behaviors required for all
activities, and process models such as operator
perception, visual attention, workload, and situation
awareness (SA). The process models contained within
MIDAS have all previously been validated in different
application domains. The operator attention model is
based on the salience, expectancy, effort and value
(SEEV) model of information retrieval (Wickens, Goh,
Helleberg, Horrey, & Talleur, 2003). The perception
model was validated with empirical data on visual
detection (Arditi & Azueta, 1992; Harber &
Hershenson, 1980; Lubin & Bergen, 1992). The threestage memory model was validated by Ericsson and
Kintsch, (1995), the situation awareness model by
Hooey, et al., (2010), and the workload process model
by Gore, et al., (in process).
1.5.2 Output Validation
After the model inputs and process models were
deemed to accurately represent human operator
capacities, the model outputs, workload and visual
attention, of the refined model were statistically
compared to existing human-in-the-loop (HITL)
simulation data. This phase was completed only after
all of the inputs into the HPM were modified based on
the task trace and parameter input analyses described
previously. The workload model output according to
three phases of flight correlated with a comparable
HITL study (Hooey & Foyle, 2008b) with r2 of .54 for
overall workload. The individual workload dimensions
of three phases of flight also correlated positively with
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the HITL study with r ranging from .55 to .94. Visual
attention as measured by percent dwell time on the
primary flight display (PFD), the Navigation Display
(ND) and out the window (OTW) areas of interest
correlated with three HITL studies (r2 = .99). These
validation results provide confidence that the model
validly represents pilot performance.
1.6 Extending to NextGen Concepts
The validated baseline RNAV model was then
extended to represent a NextGen CSPO concept termed
Very Closely Spaced Parallel Operations (VCSPA;
Verma, et al, 2008) developed and evaluated at NASA
Ames
Research
Center.
Two
operational
implementations of the VCSPA concept were modeled:
1) VCSPA 800’, with a 800’ cloud ceiling and manual
flight after a decision height (DH) of 650’; and, 2)
VCSPA 200’ with a 200’ cloud ceiling and autoland
capability. The model inputs (task trace and input
parameters) were validated using the same scenariobased focus groups as above. In the focus group
sessions, after the pilots completed the task trace and
input parameter worksheets for the RNAV model, the
VCSPA concept was introduced. The pilots were
briefed on the goals of NextGen, expected changes to
flight deck equipage, and pilot procedures. Examples
of the wake displays on both the PFD and ND and the
visual and auditory wake warnings and alerts were
presented. A video of two pilots completing VCSPA
procedures from Verma, et al. (2008) was also
presented. Next, the VCSPA 800’ implementation was
introduced and pilots were briefed on the operational
assumptions. Pilots completed the same task trace
worksheet and input parameter rating sheets as
conducted for the RNAV model. This was repeated for
the VCSPA 200’ implementation. In both the VCSPA
800’ and 200’ conditions, the MIDAS input model was
modified to reflect the focus group recommended
procedural changes. Thus, the refined model more
accurately represented the information being
communicated as well as the task sequence for both the
NextGen CSPO manipulations.
After the inputs had been rigorously validated through
the focus group session, the VCSPA models’ outputs
were compared to the RNAV model output. Compared
to current-day RNAV approaches, the VCSPA 800’
model predicted that the VCSPA 800’ implementation
will increase visual, auditory, cognitive, and motor
workload during the land phase of flight (650’ to
touchdown). This is not surprising given the high
demands for precision hand-flying in the VCSPA 800’
condition, and consistent with focus group pilots’
subjective impression of the VCSPA 800’
implementation. Further, the VCSPA 200’ model
predicted that the VCSPA 200’ implementation may
reduce cognitive and motor workload as compared to
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the RNAV and the VCSPA 800’, due primarily to the
assumption of autoland automation. The MIDAS
model predicts that both VCSPA scenarios will draw
the pilots’ attention to the traffic and wake information
on the ND at the expense of attending to the PFD and
OTW. This model implementation illustrates a
potential system vulnerability if the pilot needed to
respond to time critical information presented on the
PFD or OTW. These were examined in the “What-if”
evaluation phase discussed next.
1.7 Conducting “What-if” Manipulations
Next, with validated models of RNAV and VCSPA
operations, “what-if” scenarios were conducted to
explore the impact of the NextGen CSPO concept on
pilot performance during off-nominal events. A
comprehensive analysis was conducted to identify
appropriate off-nominal events. First, the eight pilots in
the focus group session (described earlier) were asked
to identify potential off-nominal events after a
scenario-based walk-through of RNAV and CSPO
approaches. Second, a search of the Aviation Safety
Reporting System (ASRS) database yielded 199
incident reports, which was narrowed down to 13
potential off-nominal events. Third, findings from
previous research (Gore, et al., 2009) were adopted that
included a systematic approach to identifying offnominal events and their contributing factors, and
characterizing off-nominal causal factors using a
modified
taxonomy:
Environment,
System
Management, Human and Machine (Foyle & Hooey,
2003). From these, four off-nominal events were
selected: 1) High wind/turbulence, 2) Flight Mode
Annunciator (FMA) Error, 3) Required Navigation
Performance (RNP) alert; and, 4) Rogue aircraft on the
runway. Model outputs including workload, visual
attention (percent dwell time, PDT), and time to detect
or respond to the event were recorded across ten runs
of each off-nominal model. These output were then
compared to the “nominal” performance data and
implications for CSPO operations including pilot roles
and responsibilities and flight deck displays were
generated (Gore, et al., 2011). The results from the
various off nominal events provide support for
including such variables as candidates to include in
further HITL simulations. For instance, the high-wind
off-nominal scenario showed that pilots attend OTW
more during high-wind conditions, at the cost of
attending to the ND. This result provides support for
placing wake information on a head-up display (HUD)
as well as the ND. Locating wake information on the
HUD may enable the PF to maintain the priority of the
primary aviation tasks while also better managing tasks
associated with separation from the lead aircraft in the
CSPO environment. Additional results related to the
other off-nominal events and their implications can be
found in Gore, et al. (2011).
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